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An Analysis of Silver Certificates,
Series 1935-D, in Original Packs

By Robert

With the processes of printing, numbering and cutting
of small-sized currency in 12-subject sheets now a thing
of the past, the thought occurred to the writer that new
or young collectors might wish an insight into the
methods of yesteryear. With that in mind, the writer
presents a study from notations made over 12 years ago
of three packages or "decks" of 100 new crisp notes as
they were obtained from banks in the original bands or
wrappers.

The decks in question were all found in banks years
after they were printed. This came about from the
release of Truman administration bills long after the
Series 1935-E and 1935-F were in issue. The explana-
tion was that they were from the "bottom of the pile"
at Fort Knox.

As soon as the older block letters appeared in circula-
tion, the author visited several banks to procure new
decks of 100 crisp notes, all of which bore bands or
wrappers dated some time during 1951. They had
particular appeal, because it was this series that so long
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was subject to large or small hacks. The use of the
older large-back plates was continued along with the new
small-back plates until the former were worn out.

The real zest came from finding a deck with notes of
both kinds, thus making it possible to have consecutive
pairs with wide and narrow backs. This would appear
in the hundred notes at the end of a cut sheet of six,
plate letter "F" or "L," and the top note of the following
sheet, which would carry check letter "A" or "G." The
pairs could be removed from the deck and the balance
of the notes returned to circulation. In some cases eight
notes were taken out, involving the last note of one sheet,
all six of the next, and the first of the third sheet: thus
check letters would be "F-A-B-C-D-E-F-A" with the first
two and last two check letters representing certificates
with wide or narrow backs, as the case might be. In
one case, 18 notes were removed from the deck, three
cut sheets, with the center sheet being narrow-back
notes, while the first and third were wide-backs. The
detail of the decks studied is as follows:

ONE HUNDRED NEW SILVER CERTIFICATES, SERIES 1935-D,
in the original bands or wrappers, date-stamped

or pencil dated sometime during 1951.

Serial
Numbers

Check
Letters

Number
Face Plate

Back Plate
Reverse or Notes

M23 589 001 F-6F ABCDEF 6949 4977 Wide Back
M23 589 007F-12F ABCDEF 6524 4977
M23 589 013F-18F ABCDEF 6949 4863
M23 589 019F-24F ABCDEF 6468 4980
M23 589 025F-30F ABCDEF 6945 4863
M23 589 031F-36F ABCDEF 6945 4863
M23 589 037F-42F ABCDEF 6945 4980
M23 589 043 F-48F ABCDEF 6468 4980
M23 589 049F-54F ABCDEF 6949 4863
M23 589 055F-60F ABCDEF 6524 4863
M23 589 061F-66F ABCDEF 6949 4863
M23 589 067F-72F ABCDEF 6949 4977
M23 589 073F-78F ABCDEF 6524 4977 Note 1
M23 589 079F-84F ABCDEF 6945 5036 Narrow Back
M23 589 085F-90F ABCDEF 6945 5013 Wide Back Note 2
M23 589 091F-96F ABCDEF 6468 5013
M23 589 097F-100F ABCD 6945 5013

Note 1: Certificate Number M23 589 078F, check letter "F" and Certificate Number
M23 589 079F check letter "A" comprise a consecutively numbered pair with
one wide and one narrow back.

Note 2: Serials M23 589 084F and M23 589 085F, check letters "F" and "A," comprise
the other pair obtained, the first a narrow back, the second a wide back.

Note 3: Only one sheet of narrow back notes was found in the deck. This was the
fourteenth sheet, serials M23 589 079F to-084F. See also that the last two
and two-thirds sheets numbered were back plate 5013, next to the last number
assigned to the wide backs.
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SECOND PACK OF 100 CERTIFICATES, SERIES 1935-D

Serial Numbers Check Letters Face Plate Back Plate Notes

M24 010 401F-404F I J K L 6007 5019 Narrow Back
M24 010 405F-410F GHIJKL 6938 5019
M24 010 411F-416F GHIJKL 6007 5019
M24 010 417F-422F GHIJKL 6938 5019
M24 010 423F-428F GHIJKL 6007 5019
M24 010 429F-434F GHIJKL 6938 5019
*76 934 603B-602B K J 6114 5075 Replaces bad G, H
*76 934 600B H 6114 5075 Replaces bad I
'76 934 598B L 6722 5052 Replaces bad J

M24 010 439F K 6897 4856 Wide Back
*76 934 597B K 6722 5052 Narrow Back 	 L"
*76 934 596B J 6722 5052 Narrow Back

M24 010 442F-445F HIJK 6723 4856 Wide Back
'76 934 595B I 6722 5052 Narrow Back "L"

M24 010 447F-452F GHIJKL 6938 5019 Note 1
M24 010 453F-458F GHIJKL 6723 4856 Wide Back
M24 010 459F-464F GHIJKL 6723 4856
M24 010 465F-470F GHIJKL 6897 4856
M24 010 471F-476F GHIJKL 6938 4856 Note 2
M24 010 477F-480F GHIJ 6897 5019 Narrow Back
'76 934 604B L 6114 5075 Replaces bad "K"

M24 010 482F L 6897 5019 Note 3
M24 010 483-488F GHIJKL 6007 4856 Wide Back
M24 010 489F G 6938 5019 Narrow Back
*76 934 594B H 6722 5052 Replaces "H" 6938

M24 010 491F-494F I J K L 6938 5019
*76 934 592B-588B L K J I H 6677 5075 Replaces 95F-99F
*76 934 586B L 6722 5075 Replaces

M24 010 500F

Note 1: Consecutive pair M24 010 452F-M24 010 453F Narrow-Wide.

Note 2: Consecutive pair M24 010 476F-M24 010 477F Wide-Narrow.

Note 3: Consecutive pair M24 010 482F-M24 010 483F Narrow-Wide.

	Notice also that the star notes are being "peeled"	 spoiled, and hence not used. Star -604B was used out

	

from the bottom of the deck, as smart tellers do with 	 of sequence.
new notes, so that their numbers regress in the deck as

	

the unspoiled notes progress. Notice also that the serial 	 This was a most interesting deck, causing the writer to

	

numbers of the star notes are not fully consecutive, 	 save out many of the star notes in consecutive runs, as

	

indicating that some of them also were defective or 	 well as the pairs of wide and narrow backs.

THIRD PACK OF 100 CERTIFICATES, SERIES 1935-D

Serial Numbers Check Letters Face Plate Back Plate Notes

M29 734 101F-104F CDEF 6723 4861 Wide Back
M29 734 105F-110F ABCDEF 6897 4753
M29 734 111F-116F ABCDEF 6723 4753
M29 734 117F-122F ABCDEF 6897 4753
M29 734 123F-128F ABCDEF 6723 4753
M29 734 129F-134F ABCDEF 6723 4753
M29 734 135F-140F ABCDEF 6897 4753
M29 734 141F-146F ABCDEF 6723 5186 Narrow Back
M29 734 147F-152F ABCDEF 6897 4753 Wide Back
M29 734 153F-158F ABCDEF 6723 4753
M29 734 159F-164F ABCDEF 6897 4753
M29 734 165F-170F ABCDEF 6723 4753
M29 734 171F-176F ABCDEF 6897 4753
M29 734 177F-182F ABCDEF 6723 5186 Narrow Back
M29 734 183F-188F ABCDEF 6897 5186
M29 734 189F-194F ABCDEF 6007 5186
M29 734 195F-200F ABCDEF 6938 4861 Wide Back

Note that pairs consecutive, wide and narrow backs, occurred four times in this
deck.

Thus the reader can see that there was a great deal
of numismatic fun in going through the packs of notes
to take out desirable numbers. There were cases when
star notes could also be retrieved in pairs of wide and

narrow backs. The unwanted new currency could al-
ways be re-deposited in one's account or placed in use at
the nearest plaza. In re-depositing new currency. one
should band the hills in bundles of 25 or 50 notes.
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It is not easy for the note collector to obtain desired
serial numbers from bank tellers. I have passed out
many a cigar to bank tellers with detailed typewritten
sheets showing just what numbers or notes were wanted.
In most cases a collector is greeted with a stare of
incomprehension or downright refusal of a job that
seems difficult or suspicious. Actually, it is not that
difficult. By observing the top serial number on the face
of the deck of new currency, it can easily be determined
whether or not the pack contains unusual numbers,
repeating digits, many-ciphered serials, etc. Some bank
tellers suffer from a high degree of insecurity, and a few
banks have ordered tellers to have nothing to do with
coin collectors. While I regretted the passing of the
male bank teller, I must say that the few women tellers
whom I have contacted in regard to currency note
varieties seem to comprehend very quickly the nature of
the request.

Today many of the desirable serial numbers are re-
moved from decks by employees in the central banks.
This explains why some dealers are able to offer large
quantities of low serials, palindromes. etc. The chances
of these issues going to rural and branch banks are very
small.

Our present printing methods involving the 32-subject
sheet give a very different pack to the collector. How-
ever, one can still hunt for stars, unusual numbers or
scarce block numbers.

Canadian Bank Notes
Becoming Popular

By Harry Eisenhauer

Jack Veffer, Pres. of the Cdn. Paper Money Society
once stated in an article by Mr. Frank Rasky, "My ad-
vice to investors who want a hedge against inflation is
simple—the best way to make new money is to collect
old money." In other words, put money into irreplace-
able tangible objects. How true that has proved to be,
particularly in the paper money world, as people are
beginning to realize there are not so many of the beau-
tiful old notes of the world about.

Today those colorful, magnificently designed nineteenth
century Canadian bills present an opportunity to make
up a pictorial history of the development of Canada and,
at the same time, can form an investment for the future.

Already many of them are hard to get, and I can
promise you that they are going to be very much harder
to get in the near future. Most are under-catalogued.
Catalogue prices are dependent on supply and demand.
To give an example. it was just four months ago when
I fortunately purchased a Dominion of Canada one dollar
note dated July 1st, 1870, in crisp uncirculated condition.
To the best of my knowledge, very few exist in this
condition. A Toronto dealer who has been in business
for a number of years said, when I showed the note to
him. that it was the finest specimen he had ever seen.
Another lucky find resulted in the purchase of the very
rare lilac seal variety bearing signatures and date Mc-

Cavour and Saunders July 2nd, 1923, also in crisp un-
circulated condition. Only three are known to exist in
this state of preservation, and are presently owned by
three prominent paper money collectors.

The demand for paper money is increasing, and, with
the higher standards of living and more money to spend
on hobbies, we can expect a snowball reaction for rari-
ties. Supply is an interesting aspect. The availability
of perhaps most of the chartered bank notes of Canada
and the broken banks is unknown. But take a look at
the population of Canada in those pioneering days; make
reductions for the area in which a particular note served:
allow for destruction from fair wear and tear, and for
destruction by bankruptcy or absorption by another bank.
It is unlikely that any of these banks have left their
wares for future generations in any great quantity.

Canada in particular is likely to show rapid increase
trends. This is because until the nineteen sixties the
paper money of Canada was studied by only a handful
of men. Articles and information on the history of the
notes is only beginning to seep through to the world of
collectors. So my advice for a newcomer to the paper
money world is to have a go at the Canadian notes while
you can. with the forecast that if you leave it even an-
other three years you may not be able to collect because
of scarcity!

All correspondence pertaining to this article should
he directed to Harry Eisenhauer, P. 0. Box 84, Oromocto,
New Brunswick, Canada.

(Editor's Note: Harry Eisenhauer is recognized as one
of Canada's leading authorities on Canadian paper money.
He is a Fellow of the Royal Numismatic Society, London,
a member of the ANA, CNA, ONA, and APNA, as well
as being a member of various coin clubs in Canada. He
is a life member of the Canadian Paper Money Society
and a member of SPMC. Mr. Eisenhauer is founding
president of the Fredericton Numismatic Society in New
Brunswick, Canada. He is well known for the many
varied articles on Canadian paper money which he has
written for many leading numismatic publications.)

Wanted: Articles on Colonial
and Continental Notes

SPMC editorial policy is to endeavor to print at least
one article dealing with every major collecting field in
each issue of PAPER MONEY. Because of the failure of all
too many members to share their knowledge through
articles, this policy is not always carried out. Most not-
able among the missing fields is that of Colonial and
Continental currency. With our national Bicentennial
celebrations drawing closer, interest in this field will
continue to grow. Despite the existence of such an
exhaustive work as Eric Newman's Early Paper money
of America, there is still room for elaboration on individ-
ual notes, issues, characteristics, etc., as well as general
introductory surveys. The Editor stands ready to assist
potential authors. Please answer this call.
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